
 
 
 
 
 

Workers news from Iran  
 
 
ALBORZ CARPET COMPANY 
 
     In BABOLSAR workers of ALBORZ CARPET COMPANY gathered at take 
exception to wind up of that company. According to published report from EILNA’S 
news agency the ALBORZ CARPET COMPANY was one of the biggest carpet factories 
in IRAN which has been winded. 
The labors of that company embarked in walking at enclosure of factory, but this action 
came to end with police’s intervention. 
 
 
FACTORIES OF RAHEB’S INDUSTRIAL GROUP IN CITY OF 
KASHAN 
 
     Factories of RAHEB’S INDUSTRIAL GROUP were closed and 350 workers were 
unemployed. Those factories are SHEMSHADNOSH, IRANGOLAB, & DENAKAST. 
The unemployed workers are going to protest in front of the regime’s organization. 
 
 
GHALEHZARI MINE IN BIRJAND 
 
    70 workers of GHALEHZARI MINE in city of BIRJAND were fired out. 
From beginning 2005 the employers of GHALEHZARI COPPER MINE have fired 70 
their employees. 
The fired out workers have complained at take exception to this action, but nobody has 
taken necessary actions for dissolving labor’s problems. 
The GHALEHZARI MINE is covered by industries ministry of the regime and it is 
located in south KHORASAN province. 
Should say the labors of that mine have affected with heartfelt and pulmonary illnesses 
because there are no any safe facilities in their work place. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
BAFIRAN WEAVING COMPANY 
 
    In conformity with received news from city of ARAK employer of BAFIRAN’S 
WEAVING &SPINNING COMPANY is going to sale that company. 
75 workers of this company came to know about the subject. They gathered in front of 
governor-general’s office of work. 
The protester labor asked for repressing of employer’s decision. 
In the meantime those workers had been faced with non-pay wages last year. 
 
 
TEHRAN’S NAM BARSH COMPANY 
 
    Employers of above-named company located in city of SAWEH have fired 20 
conventional workers out who have between 2-10 years record of service. 
Those workers gathered in front of SAWEH LABOR’S HOME and asked for 
investigating the reason of expulsions. 
The employers have announced that ended of contracts also their policy based on 
adjusting of workforce as reason of expulsions. 
It is necessary to remember that according to the ISLAMIC regime’s rules the 
conventional workers are deprived from all benefits for example unemployment 
insurance. 
 
 
MAHABAD’S MUNICIPALITY 
 
Responsible(S) of MAHABAD’S municipality fired out 50 workers of that department 
after labors did not sign white agreements. 
Discharged workers who have between 5-15 years record of service gathered to make 
exception to employer’s action in front of MAHABAD LABOR’S HOME. 
The objector workers asked for taking care of their problems. 
Service division of MAHABAD’S municipality has 200 workers. 
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